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1.
1.1

In his discussion of the goals of linguistic theory in Syntactic Stmctures, Chomsky (1957: 50) makes the following remark about the development of linguistics:
“Progress and revision may come from the discover; of new facts about pa?icular languages,
or from purely theoretical insights ab oI.at crgzCza!ion of linguistic data - that is, new models for linguistic structure”.

This observation leaves two further possibilities for progress out of consideration: the rediscovery of old ‘facts’ and the rediscovery of old models In the following, 1 shall not argue that retrospectic n is the major
source of recent detlelopments in the various strains of generative grammar. However, I shall try to show that the redist;overy of certain linguistic phenomena and of certain theoretical approaches toward describing
and explaning them has not been wit out influence on modern linguist
its. Whether this is to be regarded as vice or virtue depends on each inoividual case. As long as it does not mean falli.ng back into 2%
pre-theoretical stage, learning from the endeavours of earlier scholars is cleurl:
not blcmeworthy.

* I am indebted to Dieter Gstovsky, Robert T. King, and James Monaghan for very useful commentson an earlier version of this paper.
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1.2.

‘if one has once noticed that old ‘facts’ and old theoretical constructs
reappear more or less well-adapted in modern theories, it is tempting to
see rediscovery everywhere. Nevertheless, the evidence for rediscovery
is at rimes overwhelming. It is by now a commonplace observation that
semantics was first excluded in transformational grammar - as a natural
consequence of the structuralist taboo which was carried to extremes in
Harris and taken over by his disciple Chomsky - IJut has since become
the central component of the theory of Generative Semantics. The important discovery of deep s:ructure drew attention away from ~drious
obvious aspects of surface structure which consequently had to be rediscovered later. The neglect cjf the morphological component has been
noted repeatedly (cf. Dik 1967: 535; Kastofsky 197 1: 3; Lyons 1970:
96; Green 1973: 209 fn., 236 fn.). Word-formation - which some regard
as a sub-level of morphology -- has recently been rediscovered by Halle
(cf. Pennanen 1972: esp. 293f). As his article seems to be symptomatic
in several ways, P shall diz:cuss it in greater detail in 2.1-2.3. Surface
structure itself, ahrng witi.. the theoretical notion of focus, was rediscovered ir Chomsky 1Y7 i . As in this article, the influence of intonation
is also acknowledged in Green (1973: esp. 199,212,224,226,233).
Context (including social context) - one of the most central notions of
Firthian and ?Jeo-Firthian linguistics ’ - makes its reappearance in
off 1972 as ti factor wl-ich determines linguistic competence (cf. also
innick 1970). he notion of presupposition, finally, goes back to an
article by Frege called : “Uber Sinn und Bedeutung”, whic!l was published
as far back as Z 892.
1.3
I. 3.1.
Old theoretical insights have also been taken up anew in recent research
Perhaps the most influential concept is that of the ‘feature’, which first
1963 in the guise of the ‘marker/distinguishes’ dichotomy
odor’s Structure of a Semantic Theory, and later revolu~sfo~at~onal grammar in Aspecrs in the form of contex-
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tual, phonological, selectional, semantic, and especially syntactic features. As is well known, the concept of feature as a distinctive non-segmental element was first developed in the phonological theory of the
linguistic schoirl of Prague. The view of the phoneme as a bundle of
simultaneous distinctive features can be traced back to a definition given
by Jakobson in 1932 (Vachek 1966: 46). It was the parallelism between
the problem of cross-classification in syntax and in phonology which
led Cl :o,nsky (1965: 79-83) to adopt the concept of distinctive feature
and u3;eit also in syntax. In Chomsky 1965 the semantic feature. was only negatively defined. ’ Wei.nreich (1966), in his attempt to construct
a senantic theory which was meant to be compatible with Aqjects, consistently applied the concept to semantics, distinguishing two types of
sets of semantic features (‘clusters’ and ‘configurations’) and intj-educing
“transfer features’.
1.3 2.
Another case in point, where the insights of the 1930’s have be:;sme
fruitful thirty years later, is the theory of ‘markedness’ developed in
The Sound Pattern of English. The authors openly acknowledge (Choir:sky/Halle, 1968: 402) their debt to the phonologists of the Prague Circle
with regard to the notion of marked and unmarked values of features.
The concepts of markedness and neutralization are also taken up in
Cairns 1969 and put to use for an explanation of a number of universals.
1.3.3.
1.3.3.1.

Perhaps one of the most recent rediscoveries, and most wide-spread
current vogue words, is presupposition. As already mentioned, the term
goes back to 1892, as used by the philosopher Frege. I have traced the
application of the concept in linguistics to Fillmore 1966, where ‘supposition rules’ are postulated. In Fillmore’s example When did you come
to the shop? the ‘supposition’ inherent in come concerns the speaker of
the sentence, not its surface subject. Under the influence of Fillmore
(as is openly acknowledged) McCawley (1968b: 267) then proposes to
replace the theoretical construct ‘selection restrictions’ of ‘lexical items’
2 For a discussion of the theoretical status of semantic features cf. Lipka 1972: 33-37,42-55,
and King 1974: 3.1..
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by “‘presuppositions about the intended referent”. Bachelor is said to
have the meaning ‘unmarried’ and the presuppositions ‘human, male,
adult’. In Fillmore 1969/7 1 presuppositions or ‘happiness conditions’
are regarded as properties cf lexical items, viz. as “the conditions which
must be satisfied in order for tile item to be used ‘aptly’ “‘(370), but also as properties of sentences, viz. “those conditions which must be satisfied before the sentence can be used in any of the funclions [i.e. as a
question, command, asc.ertion, or expressing feelings, L:L]just mentioned”
(380). Negation is used as the test for discovering presuppositions (380),
and the procedure is illustrated with the sentence Plemr open the door
and the lexical item bachelor.
1.3.3.2. The ambiguity, or raf.her polysemy, of presupposition is not

rising if we consider it as a devi-:&al derivative from the two-place
verb pwruppose. Although, dia&ronically, presupposition is a loanword,
it is synchronical’ly analysabre as a suffixal derivative in -ition, parallel
to apposition, supposition, u efkition, addition, wparition, rendition,
The productivity of this typcbis .quite restricted. Presupposition is thus
basically relational: either lexical items or entire sentences may presupose something, and what is presupposed are certain conditions for the
use of these items or sentences. The most general use of ‘presupposition’,
which is at the same time the original philosophical one and which is implied by more specific conditions, is that the thing talked about, i.e. the
‘intended referent’, really EXISTS. Other, more specific, presuppositions
elier’swhich a speaker of a sentence has who utters particular
ms or sentences. This specific reading, too, is predictable, if we
eri%e the complex item presuppositiorr from an underlying sentence
presupposes something’ (cf. 2.2.1, 4.1.2). Thus, there are at
ifferent lexicalizations of p.-esupposition, one referring to the
existenceof the intended referent, the other to the specific conditions
the correct (happy, apt) use of particular lexical items or sentences.
fusion over the term ‘presupposition’ has been deplored repeatedly (~ilImore~Langendoen I97 1: vi; Garner 1971: 23,412) It is probably
effect of the processes of “hypostatization’ (cf. 4.1.2) and of ‘lexicaliion’ (cf. 2.2. I ). This has prevented
any people from realizing that
positi~~9 is not a substance or operty ex.!sting independent of
s assumptions, but rather a theoretical construct.
e rediscovery of Frege’s presupposition was relatively consci-
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ous, and is rather restricted to the term, i.e. the ‘signifiant’ of this metalinguistic Lexical item. The same concept, denoted by the term Gchm~rcl~sbedingungen , could have been rediscovered in a more recent publication,
viz. Lcisi’s (1971) Der Wortinhalt. Seine Struktur im Deutschen und
EngZisdwz (4th ed.; 1st ed. 1952!). According to Leisi, language as a whole,
as well as the individual word, is a ‘Brauch’, i.e. a custom, parallel to
other c.L: tams of a particular society. The use of a specific word is determined by ‘Bc~ingungen’, i.e. certain conditions, which may be linguistic
but also extralinguistic. The ‘speech act’ (not identical with the current
use or this term!) (“Der Sprechakt als Ganzes”) is a sequence of customs:
“Sprechakte unterscheiden sich also durch ihre Natur als Brauclzsfblgc
von den anderen Briiuchen, die meistens einzeln erscheinen” (19). Leisj
claims: “Jder Spredzak t ist normulerweise dopt-_jeltbcdirlgt, durch die
aussdrsprachllche Bcdingung und durch die innersprachliche (cbegleitende
Sprechaktej” ( 19, the emphasis in both quotations is Leisi’s). A great
many English and German words are discussed contrastively in the book,
and their ‘Gebrauchsbedingungen’ are investigated in detail and with greai
ingenuity. The book remains an invaluable source for theoretical and
practical conclusions about English and German.
1.3.3.4. A final remark about presupposition will not seem out of place.
Considering recent developments in linguistics, it seems to me that the
introduction of this term and concept is an expression of the current
trend against formalization. Students as well as scholars are bored with
learning I!ZWnotations every day, only to find out that by the time they
have acquired the technical skill to apply them, the theories behind the
notations are no longer valid. The technical problems of some elaborate
eories very difficult. With
systems also make access to the underlying
whether this effect was
some ti-neoreticians one cannot help wonder
not intended all along, to impress the reader and to fight off uncomfortable qut stions.
2.

2.1.
2.1.1.
A striking example of rediscovery as well as an illustration of certain
procedures unfortunately rather wide-spread in current linguistics is
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Halle’s article Prolegomena to a Theory of Word Formation (1973). He
believes that this field “has been studied only to a very limited extent”
and hopes “to attract others into research on this topic” (3). One wonders
if this invitation is addressed to certain researchers who have already accomplished a considerable amount of basic work in the field. Amongst
those names which immediately’spring to mind in this context one might
mention several, beginning with Botha, Brekle, Coseriu, including
Dokulil, Erben, Fleischer, Gauger, Gruber, Hansen, Hatcher, Henzen,
Kastovsky, Koziol, Lees, Ljung, Malkiel, Marchand, Morciniec, Motsch,
Neuhaus, Rohrer, Stein, and finishing with Weinreich and Zimmer. This
research has been openly published in book-form or journals and is not
sonfined to mimeogra];hed papers which are only available within a
closed circle. The above list can easily be augmented from the extensive
bibliography in Marchand 1969 and from Stein 1973. Halle only mentions Chapin, Jespersen, and an unpublished paper by Siegel, -Apparently,
he completely ignores the fact that Marchand (amongst others) has developed a comprehensive theory of word-formation, and has applied this
theory tc a full-scale azscription of English word-formation. 3
21.2.

alle starts off with the claim that speakers of English know that adjectives such as irc-uqformational are “composed of the morphemes”
trans-~j(Jn12--at---iorZ--ab
and that “facts like those” have to be formally
represented in a theory of word-formation. The proposed segmentation
is by no means a “fact’ but must be based - either implicitly or explicitly -~ on a theory, as is the case with any analytical procedure in linguistics, of which segmentation of utterances or words into morphemes
(morphs) is one of the most important instances characterizing a whole
era of linguistics, viz. structural&m. For example, anyone only slightly
fami~i~ with the methods of structural descriptive linguistics would probably question treating -at - in transformationd (or -i- in serendipity
which Halle discusses later) as a morpheme or an allomorph 4 but would
prefer a segment -ation as a linguistic sign. It is true, though, that “struc-

’ The first edition of this standard work appeared in 1960 and was reviewed in a number of
journals. Cf. Brekle-Lipk? 1968, Marchand 1969, Lipka 1971a, Penrlanen 1972, Kastovsky
1974b.
4 elf Course this is not to be confused with -ate as in consulute, passionate, acetate, hyphenate;
cf. Marcharld 1969: 254-25?. For -at%z SC+1Marchand1969: 259-261.
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turalism’ was not a monolithic block, and that various ‘structuralists’
held different views at different times. Any improvement on standard
work and the great mass of informed opinion is certainly to be welcomed.
Rowever, one might expect such developments to be justified against other work in the field. s Halle further suggests that e.g. the entry for write
must contain the information that it belongs to the ‘non-Latinate’ part
or t:;t:
’
vocabulary. This observation is handled on a higher level of generaiization by Marchand’s distinction between word-formation on a native
and on a foreign basis.
,? 1.3.
The “idiosyncratic characteristics of individual words” are discussed
at length by Halle. This topic is the subject of a whole book (Botha 1968)
on the function of the lexicon in a transformational-generative grammar.
Starting from Chomsky’s hypothesis about the lexicon as “the full set of
irregularities of the language” Botha treats nominal compounds in Afrikaans in greai detail and postulates a phonological dictionary and a
phonological matching rule. The theoretical model proposed by Botha
is strongly influenced by Weinreich’s thoughts (cf. Rotha 1968: 245;
Weinreich 1966: 445, 1969: 59,74). Halle (4f) distinguishes three types
of idiosyncrasy in word-formation: (a) semantic, (b) phonological, and
(c) restrictions of productivity, and suggests accounting for them with
“a special filter” through which words have to pass after being generated
by word-formation rules. This solution exactly corresponds 6 to the post’ Tha; segmentation in morphology is a highly sophisticated matter will become obvious to any
readerof Matthews 1972. Based on exampIes from Latin verb coqtigation, Matthews discusses various models of inflectional morphology in relationship with the problem of evaluation procedures. Difficulties which arise for an Item and Arrangement model - in particular
when dealing with inflecting languages - lead him to considct.the status 0: the word as a morphological ur?it(cf. esp. 96-103). Matthews arrivesat the conclusion “that ior Latin and other
infIecting languages, some form of the Word and Paradigmapproach should be preferred” (47).
Matthews’comprehensive investigation proves the point made in Dilc 1967 that - with regard
to inflection - the emphasis of transformational descriptions on Modern English “has not confronted the theory with all the intricacies that may be met in this field” (357). For a sketch
of my own view:;on the ‘morpheme’ cf. 2.2.3.
* Cf. Weinreich 1969: 74: “The role of the filtering device is to differentiate, among possibie
wordo, those that are established from those that are not” [my emphasis, LLI. Cf. the notions
‘possible lexical items’ and ‘gap in the lexicon’, both used currently in Generative Semantics.
Cf. e.g. McCawlcy 1968a: 74; 1971: 19,21f; Green 1973: 210, but also Lipka 1968. Cf. the
distinction between ‘accidental’ and ‘systematic gap’ in phonology and the ‘accidental semantic
gap’ in Chomsky 1965: 169f.
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zr::tion of an ‘idom co,mparison rule’ (later’matching rule’) for (a) in
Welnreich’s 1969 model, and the “phonological matching rule” for (b)
in Botha 1968. The restrictions under Cc) - or more precisely all three
types of restrictions on rzlcs-. semantic, phonological, productivity - can
be accounted for in another theoretical framework by Coseriu’s concept
of ‘norm’ (cf. Marchand 1969: 17,57; Stein 1971; Neuhaus 1971). Although Weinreich does not claim tha!: his theory, published in 1969 but
developed and proposed earlier (lectures delivered during the 1966
Linguistic Institute at UCLA), solves all the problems of word derivation;
his concepts of a ‘simplex dictionary’, a ‘complex dictionary’, an ‘idiom
list’, ‘familiarity ratings’, and a “matching rule’ seem to be extremely useful and important. They are consistently applied in Lipka (1972; cf. esp.
84ff, 128ff).
2.i.4.

iscussing the distinction between “derivational morphology’ and ‘inflectional morphology’ I-ial’e (6j states: “I know of no reasons why the
list of morphemes should not include also the inflectional affixes”. At
least two reasons might have been found in Motsch 1962: the place of
flectijnal morphemes in the constituent structure of complex lexical
items, and the different degrees of combination potential of lexical and
amrnatic~~~morphemes. Inflectional morphemes in English and German
are usually placed at the end of words, after all derivative morphem.es
have been added. Combination with the former is much less restricted
than with derivational suffixes. Motsch (1962: 39) also sets up rules exac,tly like the “word formation rules’ suggested in Halle (10). The relationship between inflexion and word-formation is treated in great detail
within the framework of Chomsky/Halle’s Sound Pattern ofEnglish in
‘urzel ( 1970: 15- 104). The investigation of inflectional morphology
by !Vldtthews ( 1972j seems to indicate that, at least in Latin, it will pro&ly be advisable to separate wclrd-formation strictly from inflection,
at word-formation rules will have to include informaon selection restrictions.
e seems hardly aware of the difficulties
ishing the correct selection restrictions even for very simple
or of the probllem whether ‘selection restriction’ as
e concept in linguistics.
Cf. the review of various linguistic iudp?r.ts on the selection restrictions of zaf in Lipka 1972
/48-Si) and King 1974 (3.2). T!!lepossibility of treating such restrictions with the notion of
p~es~~~o~~on is not mentioned by Nalle.
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2.2.
2.23.
eory of word-formation must include an explanation of the fact
that complex lexical items differ semantically from the sum of their comgonents. This could be done with the concept of ‘lexicalization’ which
entail ; +’ :ez addition of semantic features. Such an approach is sketched
in Lirka (l97ia). The term is not used here in the way it is used now
within the framework of Generative Semantics, i.e. for the insertion of
lexic4 items, or the surface realization of a configuration of atomic predicates. It is rather meant to indicate * that complex lexical items, once
they are created from smaller t:lements and used repeatedly, can become
lexcmes in their own right, with a loss of mo5vation (and perha.ps also
anv!ysabihty), and acquire certain specific semantic features. Lexicalizannctnti7-atinn’
(cf. 4. ! .2), b;;t the &tte;
tio?i is tied up ve_ryclosely with Chyr__.W.,,,,,,,.
process also affects simplelexical items. The lexical item ltkcodization
itself may serve as an example. As I use it here, I follow the tradition
established in Marchand’s Gztegories in 1960. Both this meaning of lexicalization and the one found in Generative Semantics can be said to go
back to an underlying sentence ‘Something becomes (a) lexical (item)’
or probably better from its causative derivative 9 ‘Someone causes sjmething to become (a) lexical (item)‘. However, in Generative Semantics,
the underlying pro-form something refers to prelexical elements, or atomic predicates, while in Marchand’s and my own use it refers to the morphemes YSelements of surface structure which make up a new lexical
item Ihat becomes a semantic unit. ‘Surface structure’ is not used here in
the specific technical sense as defined in some transformationa!-generative model, but referring to anything directly CJservable as opposed to a
more abstract ‘underlying structure’.
2.2.2.
It is :10 secret that the process of lexical insertion is a mystery far from
being solved in the framework of Interpretative or Generative Semantics

Cf. Lipka 1972 S.F. indell. The noun is of course a nominalization
of the verb lexicalizp which
only (?) occurs in the passive, as the agent is never expressed. This is a point worthy of attention.
The second underlying structure would account for this usage, acd implies an obligatory element CAUSE. Cf. Kastovsky 1973.
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(cf. Green 1973: 206-208, 2 10). Since McCawley’s article Lexical Insertion in a Transformational Grammar without Deep Structure (1468) which despite its title does not clarify but only raises the issue - relatively little progress has been made. I suggest that the concept of lexical insertion should be supplemented or replaced by the notion of morphemic
insertion. For various reasons it is impossible for me to describe here my
-views on this problem, or to develop an alternative theory of word-formation. A few hints have ‘been given above. As a sketch, I can add that I
largely agree with the conclusions drawn in Kastovsky 1973, and therefore - as in Lipka 1972 - embrace many of the assumptions of Generative Semantics. If, however, as Kastovsky and I believe, prelexical semantic elements such as CAUSE DO BECOME NEG MILITARY are conv,:rted into complex lexical items such as demilitarize, and the prelexical
clement (or atomic predicate) “MILITARY is replaced by the adjective
miZitary, the features BECOME NEG by the prefix de-; which is attached to military, and the features CAUSE DO by the suffix -ize”
astovsky 1973: 2’90), then it must be morphemes that are inserted,
not lexical items.‘” This, OTcourse, means a return to surface structure,
although, not at the expense of neglecting underlying structure (CI.
Kastovsky 197 1: 8f). As opposed to Chomsky and Halle, one neecl not
rediscover surface structure if one has never given it up.
22.3.

At this point I should like to sketch briefly my views on the ‘morpheme’,
elieve that morphemes are the smallest linguistic signs, i.e. meaningobservable segments ir *ffhich elements of content (e.g. semantic feathrush are related in an arbilrary way to elements of expression, As opposed to some varieties of sructuralism I do rot require allomorphs, i.e.
~ho~olo~ca~y or morphologically conditioned variants of a morpheme,
to have identical or even sinilar phonic shape. Thus, /iz, z, s,an/, and 8
are all considered aliomorpts of the same plural morpheme in English
(cf. Lipka 1969). In my view ‘morphemes’ are therefore essentially seantic units. This also becomes evident from my adoption of the concept of ‘zero’ in linguistics, since ‘zero-allomorphs’ and ‘zero-morphemes’
ave no phonic expression at all (cf. astovskg. 1968: esp. 31-53). Fol‘o Mastovsky’s particular analysis in which de- replaces BECOME NEG may be questioned if
one believes that in the inchoatives black/en, reddlen, wrrnlj!l ((tvhich are homonymous with
the corresponding causative@ the suffix -en and the zero-morpheme represent BECOME.
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lowing Weinreich (1966: 432f), I believe it is useful and d,:scriptively
adequate to distinguish between ‘major’ and ‘rnniuorclasses of morphemes’,
zlvhichroughly corresponds to the more traditional distinction between
‘lexical’ and ‘grammatical’ morphemes. I disagree with Weinreich on the
nature of categorial features such as [+Noun, +AdjlecGve] which he believes to be “semantic in the full sense of the word”’ (433). Both cla;ses
of morr)hemes then, in my view, can be represented a; a triplet of features, V.1’ch could be termed ‘phonological’, ‘categorial’ (also including
syntaci ic information), and ‘semantic’ features. I am fully aware of the
fact that this is not sufficient for a complete specification of lexical entries ft jr morphemes in some type of dictionary or lexicon.
2.2.4.
An explanation of the phenomena mentioned in 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 is
nevtr seriously attempted in alle’s article. The ambigu.ity of 1exiculizadon. or rather, the derivation of the two different, but closely related,
lexical items by the same very general derivative process could never be
explained by anything resulting from Halle’s Prolegomena. Certain extremely productive word-formation processes are not even touched upon
in his paper, such as compounding, prefixation, and zero-derivation (cf.
Marchand 1969: 1 l- 127, 129-208,359-389;
Kastovsky 1968).
2.3.

Two questions must be raised with regard to Halle’s article. Firstly ,
did he tai i: into consideration the large amount of basic research which
had previously been done on the subject of word-formation? Secondly,
has Halle brought up any problems which have not already been treated,
or proposed any I olution for such problems hich have not been offered
elsewhere? It seems that the answer to both these questions is no, and
for this reason Halle’s remarks can;lot be regarded as “Prolegomena to
a Theon y of Word Formation”.
3.
3.1.
The distinction between the transformationalist and the lexicalist
hypothesis (leave alone Chomsky’s conversion from the former to the
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latter position) is not mentioned once in Halle’s article. This is all the
mere surprising, since the reasons why Chomsky adopted the lexicalist
position for ‘derived nominals’ in 1968 t1 are exactly the same as those
which led !ia!!c to put forward his Prolegomena: semantic and syntactic
idiosyncrasy and restrictions on productivity. While stating that wordformation processes “are typically sporadic and only quasi-productive”
(Chomsky 1965: 1840, Chomsky in As/.pecis still derives refusal, destructiorz from the respective verbs by a nominalizatj.on transformation, because the process is said to be productive. This is a solution which is
truly within the generative-transformational spirit, as it accounts both
for creativity in language and irregularity of the superficial surface structure. It shows the greatest possible generalization, and, at the same time,
assigns secondary importance to surfact phenomena. This is in keeping
with the generally recognized observation that even highly productive
morpho!ogical processes, such as the formation of plur;?ls or past tense
forms. have exceptions -- such as irregular nouns or verbs (cf. Lipka 1968:
esp. 128; 1969). But eve,1 for ‘quasi-productive processes’ such as the formatio::r of Izorrtfj,, tev@ telegram, photiograpil Chomsky in Aspects
arriver-.at the conclusion: “it is clear that from the point of view of both
the semantic and the phonological interpretation it is important to have
iuzlernalstructure I:my emphasis, LL] represented in these words” (186).
In Remarks on Nomirzalizatiorz,however, Chomsky abandons his earlier
approach to ‘derived nominals’. Newmeyer ( 197 1) has tried to show that
the ar+guments for doing this “give at least as much support to a transformational analysis” an.d concluded that “insufficient evidence is presented.
in Chomsky 1970 that derived nominals should not be derived via a transformatio~a~ rule” (386, 796). One of the reasons for abandoning the
earlier transformational hypothesis, was so as not to have to abandon
another highly questionable hypothesis, viz. that transformations do not
change meaning. l2 This is difficult to understand, since the conceot of
‘transformation’ like that of ‘deep structure’ has undergone so many funr r Chomsky never expli~~itly defines ‘derived nommals’. The article, fir;! apptiarjng in print as
Cb.om;ky 1LIU, had r.rrculated in mimeographed form as Chomsky 1968 and is labelled
Oomsky 1972 in &G’s article, thus inducing the naive reader to believe this io be a recent
paper. This is a case of rediscovery of a whole article.
’ 2 C3omsky (1970: 1119): “[The appeal to this . .. device] reduces the hypothesis that transformations do not ha*e semantic content to near vacuity”. Cf. Hall Partee 1971. As a semantic
change does not occur with ‘gerundive nominals’, Chomsky in this case retains the transformational hypothesis. Cf. Chomsky 1970: 215.
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danlsntal changes since 1957, when it was postulated to relate surface
struct:.n-2s such as active and passive sentences.
3.2.
3.2. 1.

The irregularities of the lexicon and more specifically the “thoroughly
bas*bl _lizec, irregular, and unsystematic derivational morphology” (79)
of 1,nglish 1.:also one of the starting-points of a short article in which
Green ( 196Y) tries to establish the notion ‘related lexidal entry’. Overstressing - ir my opinion - the idiosyncrasy of the lexicon at the expensi: of regularity and generalization (as is currently d.one in many artic&, ins:ludini: much of the above-mentioned work), Green arrives at the
unfortunate conclusion: “that I view ali relations between meanings (rel:,tPd
x.31btJ,I 3 om*h~~~a\
blllyllaa1J,.
As
1..1
L” o1pnot) and forms as entirely arbitranAi” (79 , p-non’0
it stxx!~,
this seems to be a complete denial of the possibility of ever
developing a theory of word-formation, and it also seems to contradict
Green’s later statement: “I am incapable of providing a clearly defined
theory of relatedness among lexical entries. MJ. main purpose here, however is to make it clear that it is .not merely desirable, but necessary,
that we have one”. l3 She claims that the problem she raises “deserves
;t !zast ten dissertations of study”, but apparently has not read a single
o:le of the many books written on the subject (cf. the bibliography in
Marchand 1969 and alzc Stein 1973).
3.2.2.
There is no contradiction, however, in the two remarks quoted above,
if the first one is interpreted as another case of rediscovery. If it is taken
as expressing nothing more than Saussure’s fundamental axiom of the
‘arbitraire du signe linguistique’, then no conflict arises. Such an assumption would be supported by other observations. Green sets up a distinc-,
tion between ‘lexical entries’ (which are trees, i.e. configurations of seQ~P~I.“‘I.,*“&I”UA
nhr\nrrlnnirsl
fr\rmc
WIII~IIULI
l”llll., t-irifh
.“1 1.
mantic material) and ‘lexical items’ (--+L:nh
indications of morphologic properties, or “morphemes without meaning”) (79). These have a striking resemblance to Sa:_lssure’s‘s.ignifiP and
I3 Green 1969: $3. Cf. also Green 1973 (236 fn.): “I confess total igntirance and :failure of intuition regarding the pr~,per roie in generative grammar for derivational as well as inflectional
morphology”.
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‘signifiant’. Of course, for anyone who adopts Saussure’s concept of the
linguistic sign, the same ‘signifiant’ can have different ‘signifies’, and such
distinct signs are traditionally called ‘homonyms’ of ‘homophones’. Green
alleges that for Katz and Fodor and for Fillmore one phonological form
necessarily censtitutes one lexical entry, and sees her concept of the lexicon, in which phonological sameness does not imply sameness of lexical
entry, as radically opposed to this. She has thus rediscovered ‘homonymy’ and ‘polysemy’.
3 . 2, 3.

Green discusses the questiot7 whether intransitive (inchoative) break,
which is said to represent an underlying structure such as:

‘---------_.

(1)
i

BECOME
and transitive (causative) break, which can be regarded as a surface reali7ation of:

ould be considered the same ‘lexicai! entry’ (=‘signifie’). If one believes
as Green obviously does - that the phonological form/breik/represcnts both structures on the surface level, then the question she raises
seem to be pointless.. If, however, ‘lexical item’ is taken to be
s with ‘lexeme’ or ‘lexical morpheme’ (i.e. as a full linguistic
>, then it is meaningful to ask whether /breik/ is one item, contexrmined as a predicate by its arguments - as in a case grammar
where the presence of Agent amounts to the addition of
r whether it represents two items closely and derivationally
solution has to be adopted by anyone who subscribes
“zero-derivation’. l4 It is supported by proportional
as begal: legal/be :: clean: clean/$ and atom: atomlize ::
I4 For *&iscmcept cf. Marchand 1969, Kastovsky 1968, and Lipka 1972 S.V.index. For musstive zero-derived verbs cf. Kastovsky 1973.
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cash: cash/@. With such an approach the transitive break/@ is a zero-derivative from the intransitive break which is the surface representation of

an underlymg structure like (1). Similarly, the verb pw.zt/~ ‘use a punt’
is a zero-derivative from the noun yunt. This derivative pattern is highly
productive; however, as is the case with even the most regular grammatical procsses, it is not without restrictions. l5
3.2.4.
The ,tLond observation, besides lexical idiosyncrasy, on which Green
bases her conclusion that all relations between meanings and forms whether related or not - are arbitrary, is the belief that “differences
among languages are primarily lexical” (79). Although it is only natural
that different linguistic systems should use different hnguistic signs, this
again overstates irregularity at the expense of possible generalization.
Many articles by Marchand, which reflect work on languages such as
cnrr,anl n+r;1r:mr,
P.H.“...-...md TUAAnh
Enn-rltch
l-7tani.h
t-Lemon
u,r&amr,
L 1t2d~‘W1, “~1II‘LLII)
411
1Rm11, ,bYbclI
JLlJhJJlLj
WlIG~p~ii
d eiices
in the derivational processes of these languages, although, not unexpectedly, there are differences. Recently, Rose has shown extraordinary parallels in the derivationar constraints of such unrelated languages as English
and Indonesian (Rose 1973: cf. esp. 509f).
3.2.5.
Green demonstrates (80) that inchoative break and causative break,‘@
are not “tokens of the same lexical entry” by using “behaviour as anaFhora” as a test. A second “test for same lexical entry” is conjunction
reduction (cf. Weydt 1973: 576f). I believe that this procedure, which
obviously IS a semantic test, is only a variant of Weinreich’s an&test,
which was used to show that there are tw’o different items practice in
practice medicine and practice piano since they cannot be conjoined. l6
Th; use of objectively verifiable tests, not as a procedure to discover
something naturally pre-existent, but as a motivation and justification
for theoretical assumptions, se:ms to be rediscovered more and more
often in recent literature. It may be interpreted as a growing distrust in

l5 Cf. Green 1969: 85f; the verbs in fn. 3 (except go, come, die, believe and their causative equi-

valents) are all zeroderivatives. The verbs in Green’s table I and II belo1r.gto Jespersen’s
‘Move and Change-Class’; cf. Lipka 1972: 63, fn. 72. Cf. the distinction in traditional German
grammar between ‘Zustandsverben’ and ‘Vorgangsverben’. and esp. Leisi 1971: 46 -70.
t6 Cf. Lipka1972: 56-61, esp. 60. Weinreich is not mentioned in Green 1969.
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the analyst’s intuition, which had come to dominate linguistics at the
expense of empirical objectivism with the advent of TG-grammar. WS
shall deal with this in the following.
4

4.1.1.
The term diswr ry proceduw seem s ‘cuhave been coined by Chomsky l7
in 1957. Apparently, like the lexical item taxorzomic, it has since acquired rEther unfavourable connotations. This is not an unusual fate for
plex.lexical items, owing to the process of lexicalization. As with potentially all Ieuemes, even in tl:chnical terminology, there is often confusion as to its exact denotation (or reference). As a rc;stilt of ambiguity,
or better vagueness (sef be1oii;), and negative evaiuation, i8 the term test
is today preferred for one meaning of discovery procedure.
4.1.2.
As pointed out by Leisi JS early as 1952, there is a tendency for all
lexical it:ms, whether simple or complex, to imply that the entity denoted by a word actually exists as a substance or person - something he
‘“Hypostasierung durch das
e have to be careful to check,
iscovery procedure is actualther the thing suggested by t
ly to be found with a particular structuralist linguist, or whether it is ony an “hypostasis’, created by illegitimate generalization or the suggestive
power of the surface structure elements. The definition of discovery pro~,~d~~~~~
may impose very strong requirements, viz. that such procedures
tor~at~cal~y, mechanicallq, and practically produce a set of rules, i.e.
e rules of a grammar, or quite simply the grammar of a language. 2o
omsky1957: 51. Cf. Lyons 1968: 157; Chafe 1970: 6,99; Cruse 1973: 15f. It is not used
m Nida 1949, Fries 1952, and Gleason 1961. For a survey of ‘discovery procedures’ in the
erican structuralist school” cf. Miller 1973.
rs F‘oa a possible featwe ‘Negative Evaluation’ see Lipka 1‘172 S.C.NegEv in the index. For the
we of teu instead c~fdiscover-yprocedure cf. Chafe 1973: 99, Cruse 1973: 15.
la L&i ! 971: 2.5. This is tihe 4th edition of the book which relies on research going back as far
as 1946 as mentioned in the preface. There is also reference to ‘hypostatization’ in Firth’s
a/orb.
” Cf. C%nmsky 1957: 53f, 56, 1465: 19; Lyons 1968: 1.57, and Chate: “some recipe that could
to phonetic data .. . I o produce the grammar of a language” (1970: 6). Grammar is
the sense introduoed by Chomsky as ‘grammatical model’.
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The derived action-nolin or result-noun discovery, more precisely the
verb discover as the basis of derivation, presupposes (also in the original
Fregian sensej that the object (in both senses) is already in existence.
Followrng Marchand’s theory that complex lexical items, seen as ‘reduced
syntagnras’, can be derived from sentences - which is in perfect agreement with Weinreich’s view 21 that lexemes have the underlying structure
of sentences (which is also one of the axioms of Generative Semantics)
-disco;:
, can brr:said to be derived from Someone discovers something’. ‘(“hevag?leness, but not the ambiguity, of discovery results from
the fact that in the reduced syntagma the object ‘something’ is not expressed in surface structure, 22and the pro-form may refer to a variety
of things (rules, a grammar, universals). Foll owing I3innick (1970), I here
distinguish “vagueness’, in the sense of referential indeterminacy or unspecifiedness, from ‘ambiguity’, as a property of linguistic constructions.
The zsult-noun discovery (like e.g. hundour) may rcfei to an infinite
varieky of extralinguistic objects and if.4therefore “vague’. The two-way
distinction between action-noun and result-noun is one of systematic
‘ambiguity’, which is explained in Marchand’s theory with the help of
different ‘types of reference’. In this model, the action-noun discvverj;
is a ‘Predication type’, while the result-noun discovery is an ‘Object type’.
As I tried to show in the preceding remarks, the technical term ‘discovery
procedures’ is far from being unproblematic. It is definitely referentially
vague. Strong requirements may be imposed for its use, such ae that the
denotatum automatically, mechanically, and practically produce the
rules of a particular grammar.
”

Cf. Weinreic h (1966: 446): “eveay r&*’
__.,llon that may hold between components
of a sentence
also occurs among the components of a meaning of a dictionary entry”, and his remark that
“the same co:,figuration”
is present in the singie item dentist as in the combination fix+teeth
(424). Marchand’s ideas were strongly influenced by Bally’s views on ‘syntagma’ and ‘transpositicn’ which were fist published in 1932. Cf. Lipka 197 la: 217f, esp. fn. 22. They were
first formulated explicitly by Marchand in 1966, certainly not without the influence of transformational grammar, especially Marzhand’s controversy with Lees. In fact, this part of Marchand’s theory is a strong varias .t of the transformational
hypothesis, first held by Lees in
1960.
22 For the consequences of deriving complex lexical items (=reducsd syntagmas) from sentences
(=full syntagmas) cf. Lipka 1971a: 219ff, and Marchand 1969: 32ff where ‘types of reference’ are developed. For an application of this concept to de! ived nouns such as hlowui,
blowup,dropout, handout etc. and their polysemous rnear+zr cf. Lipka 1972: 138-152. If
both full and reduced syntagmas are to be derived from the same underlying structure, consisting of configurations
of semantic material, the consequences for the theory are considerable, Cf. Kastovsky 1973, and for ‘ambiguity’ vs. ‘vagueness’ 1974a: 14-16 and Binnick
1970. In Lakoff 1970 an unformalized
‘test’ for a :sirnilar but not identical distinction is uszl.
[it Intentional ] is said to be matter of ‘ambiguity’ not of ‘vagueness’.
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4.1.3.
But discovery procedwes may also be defined with lesser requirements,
denoting certain analytic techniques (cf. Cause 1973: 15). If it is stripped
of its associations with American taxonomic structuralism - and the resulting connotations - it may be used simply to denote a more or less
formalized empirical technique, which serves to establish beyond subjective intuition that certain elements are present, or even that certain theoretical constructs may be postulated. It is true that there is a contradiction in terms if discovery procedures are used for the motivation or justification of theoretical constructs. However, incorrectness of denotation
2s never hindered tile use of ‘false’ words, as George Orwell’s ‘newspeak’
onstrated long before 19&Qor 1974. 23Nevertheless, it is probably
etter to use the neutral test instead of discovery procedures. Perhaps
~~~~?.~~~~~uti~~
and deep sCructure, whose meanings have changed so
often and so radically; should also be replaced by lVU”
~PCQ
pnqfi1~;~
YVI
XL401
‘6 +n+-rr
&ti11115.
4.2.

s blew look at a fe: ’ examples of formal procedures which have
ling;uistic research to support theoretical claims, to recoged elements, or to justif!, an assumption about underlying
hich is not directly observable. Observation and recognition
Ify are not completely independent of certain basic assumptions
Ire analyst or the model set up by him, be it ever so elemenneat divjs~o~ of inductive arid deductive reasoning is neither pos-

tent with inf~-r)al and incoherent definitions of the parts of
onal grammer induced Fries ( 1952) to develop procer,r inductively from the recorded mz.terials”, on the
s of djstributio~ and using the technique of substitution, the parts
classes’ of English (7 ). He chooses three sentence197 3, and examples quo ted there, such as protective reaction, or initial investment ffor dawP2payment). in relativel], recent W.lte Howe declarations people misspoke
tk
WS, instead
g made incorrect of fake statements, or simply having lied. Cf.
thcrr church

.T.).
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frames that serve as the basis for the substitution tests which permit him,
according to the possible positions in the frames, to establish classes of
words, without having recourse to meaning. The resulting four ‘formclasses’, although largely corresponding to the tradition.21 nouns, verbs,
arljectives, and adverbs, are not identical with these word classes. 2r4They
ar.e not pre-existing natural elements, but theoretical constructs, as is
clearly indicated by their labels: class I words, c/ass 2 words, etc. In a
second step, this crassification is supported by evidence from “formal
charact :; _stics”, i.e. the morphological properties of the items. As opposed t_>this procedure, early transformational-generative grammar had
simply tried to subcategorize the intuitively established traditional word
classes.
4.2.3.
In a review of Zimmer’s book on affixal negation in Lurlgltagc, Marchand (1966a) first set up a distinction between transpositional and semantic derivation, which was applied to English adjectives in Marchand
1966b. He separates ‘transpositional adjectives’, such as adjectival. polar,
presidential from ‘semantic adjectives’ such as childish (man) on semantic
grounds and b y using unforrnalized transformational relationships. According to Marchand, syntactic position can be used as a test: transpositional adjectives never occur in predicative position. We may add, that,
as a consequence ofthis, they can also never be graded (*more ad,kctival, *more polar). The same surface item can be both a transpositional
and a sema,ntic adjective. While a criminal court IS not criminal but ‘deals
with crime’, a criminal lawyer can be either, which accounts for a possible crimkal c;+iminaZlawyer. Marchand’s ‘transposition’ corresponds to
Chomsky’s ‘transformational hypothesis’, since it is completely regular
and does not add semantic features. Mar&and’s “semamic derivation’
corresponds to the ‘lexicalist hypothesis’ and ca be explained with the
help of ‘lexicalization’. This concept denotes a basically historical process - although sometimes restricted to a very short time interval. ‘Lexicalization thus shows up one of areas where the Saussurian dichotomy
of a synchronic and diachronic approach is not appropriate to linguistic
reality (cf. the title of Marchand’s book, and Lipka 1966: 41).

24 For other approaches to the problem of establishing criteria for wora classes,
levance of the concept for word-formation cf. Lipka 1971a.

2rd
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4.24.
In Jacobs/Rosenbau n 1968 a number of tests are mentioned for
determining such const.ituents of sentences as noun phrases, verb phrases,
and auxiliaries. Noun phrases can be recognized by four different tests,
which are based on position and transformational potential: 1. the passive-test (only applicable with objects of transitive verbs); 2. the interrogative-transformation (for subjects of intransitive verbs); 3. the reflexivetransformation (for subjects of reflexive verbs); and 4. the cleft sentencetransformation (for embedded sentences functioning as NPs). Only such
explicit procedures allow us to generate correctly underlying structures
the appropriate category symbols. It should be noted that word
classes and their subclas:;es (such as derived transpositional or semantic
adjectives) are morphological (and at the same time syntactic) categories,
while noun phrases are functional (i.e. relational) syntactic categories.
4.2.5.
Semantic test:, i.e. PI-iicedures for the discovery of semantic phenomena or the justification i2f theoretical constructs such as semantic features, have not often been considered as a problem worthy of attention
<cf. Lipka 1972: 33-37. 42-61). Weinreich, with the development of
the buf-test and the a&-test (mentioned above) i; one of the most prominent exceptions. The but-test, supplemented by the so-test, has been
applied successfully in the semantic analysis of English verb-particle constructions in Eipka (1972: cf. esp. 6X). In Chafe 1970 certain “rough
tests” are discussed which are labelled ‘“rules of thumb” that. “are presented only as rough, practical guides, not as ‘discovery procedures’ “,
since “there is not reason to think that a particular semantic fact will be
mirrored with 100 percent consistency by some other fact” (99). Thus,
according to Chafe, ‘non-states’ can be distinguished from ‘states‘ by the
fact ,that they answer the question “what happened?“, while ‘states’ cannot occur in the progressive. A number of semantic tests are also discusse In Cruse 1973, and four semantic features for agentivity (volitive,
effective, initiative, and agentive) - whose status in a semantic theory is,
, not clear -- are established with the help of such tests. Cruse
states “that a semantic feature should be regarded as firmly
d only if (a) it is intuitively convincing, (b) it is detectable cony (including synta
ally), and (c) it can be shown to have some
ry value” (I 5f”). (b) Cruse understands “analytic techniques
such as the do-test”, i.e. semantic and syntactic tests. A clear statement
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such as this is evidence of the progress linguistics has made since 1963,
when Katz and Fodor introduced semantic markers and distinguishers
into transformational grammar without seeing the necessity of justifying
particular features (for a critique of this procedure cf. Bar-Hillel 1969:
esy. 5).

5.
5. 1.

ln my opinion, there are at least the following possibilities and procedures for testing assumptions about the constituents and components of
scntenczs: substitution for paradigmatic relationships, transformation (in
a sense which may become clearer from 5.3) for paradigmatic and syntagmatic relationships, paraphrasing for certain syntactic-semantic relationships, and, in addition, a number of specific semantic tests for various semantic problems. I shall confine myself to the sentence for practical reasons, not because I believe that the symbol S has any exceptional
status or value as a linguistic unit. Assumptions about word classes (and
their subclasses) must be tested against morphological or syntactic evidence in surface structure. The latter evidence, which one could call transformational potential, can also be used in various tests for determining
larger functional constituents, such as noun phrases. Distinctions and
theoretical constructs which do not involve semantic differences and
never NOW up in any way in surface structure are probably of very restricted value for a theory of language, which is not identical with a theory of language use. In the following, again for practical reasons, I shall
concentrate on semantic issues with reference to the lexicon.

5.2.
5.2.1.
The importance of directly observable surface structure (in ove
vational relationships) for the justification of underlying semantic structure is demonstrated very well, I think, in Mastovsky’s article on causatives (1973). Since his exposition is so clear, I can confine myself to a
few remarks. As Kastovsky points out, it can be shown that the suffixes
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of explicitly derived causative verbs such as legalize, tighten. atomize,
denazifv, represent an underlying element CAUSE (whether we call it a
‘pre-lexical element’, ‘atomic predicate’, or ‘semantic feature’ naturally
depends on the model we adopt). The same: holds for zero-derivatives
(cf. 3.2.3). That we have no verbs such as “warmize, *warmen, “warmif)
but: only warm@, and, on the other hand, an inchoative and causative
black/en but also a causative black/& can be explained if we use Coseriu’s
concept of ‘norm’. Such restrictions involve morphophonemic processes
which must be accounted for in an explicit model, perhaps in a fashion
similar to Weinreich’s treatment of 1969. Kastovsky, following McCawley
1971 and many assumpticns of Generative Semantics, also postulates an
underlying semantic element DO. His conclusions are very similar to those
drawn in a short paper by Dowty C1972), bu!. were, as I know person!ally,
arrived at completely independently. In all ths*eepapers, however, the
status of the underlying element DO and its relationship to the surface
lexical item do is, in my 7iew, not made total1 y explicit. This is particularly clear in Douty’s paler, where a second, higher DO is postulated to
account for intentional ca,lsation. In a strict Generative Semantics model
1 see no possibility for distinguishing the two DOS (denoting activity or
intention) in any way. It seems that in some treatments within the framework of Generative Semantics there is confusion of metalanguage and
object language.
5.2.2.
5.2.2.1. The theor::tical element CAUSE is motivated in Generative Semantics through paraphrasing. I have used this technique myself in Lipka
1972. it is also supported by Kastovsky’s argument of using explicit
causative constructions with a causative auxiliary. In Kastovsky 1974a
a very interesting attempt at a synthesis of structural semantics, gener:itive semantics, and case grammar is made. The results of componentia.
analysis are converted there into generative rules. However, several ob.
servations cast doubt on the objectivity of paraphrasing, although I stiI11
believe that it is an extremely important procedure for discovering caro be postulated as underlying elements. The change from the
COME NOT ALIVE to the
uld make one suspicious.
ger’s re-analysis of remind ( 19? I ) as consisting of MAKE THIN
d to Postal’s earlier lexical decomposition into STRI
, should strengthfen these suspicions. Qn
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sons for confusion is surely the wide-spread disregard for the problems
connected with acceptabilit y (cf. Eipka 197 1b). Bolinger gives ma;?v examples where he disagrees with Postal on acceptability and unacceprability of particular sentences. If, however, we only draw conclusions from
the idiolect of the anaiyst as infcrmant, the relevance of such conclusions
for ti whole language or even linguistic universals becomes rather questiom 2.3 (cf. Householder 1973).
5.2.2-t. The status of CAUSE may also be discussed from other points
of Gew. If we look at its relationship with the surface item CILLLW,
at
least two such items can be distingu.ished. If the verb cause is defined by
pz,raphrase as ‘be cause of’ -- parallel to the verbs bully, captain, father,
p:!ot, witness etc. - then it clearly is a denominal zero-derivative from
the noun cause. It is apparently not clear in what way this nature of the
object language element cause in a paraphrase could affect its status as
the metalinguistic unit CAUSE. The of in the paraphrase ‘be cause of
for the verb cause also shows the relational nature of the derived surface
item. The relational nature of the corresponding underlying element
CAUSE, whether seen as a semantic feature or an atomic predicate, has
been pointed out repeatedly in the literature, e.g. by Bierwisch. If CAUSE
is represented on the surface by -ize, -ifv, -erz, then it is part of the
respective derivative. If CAUSE representing agentivity is seen as neither
inherent in ‘agentive nouns’ nor ‘agentive verbs’ (cf. Cruse 1973), but as
basically a possible relation between noun and verb, a conflict arises
which rtiust be solved.
5.2.3.
The third type of evidence for the justification of underlying semamtic
elements, besides morphological surface structure, and paraphrase relationship, is the use of specially developed semantic tests, such as the i~dftest the and-test, and the do-test. This subject has been discussed in
4.2.5. Tests may serve to discover and justify particular semantic featl:res
such as [+ Together] or [t Stative], or to determine whether two lexical
items should be regarded as the same or different (cf. 3.2.5). All three
procedures, morphological analysis, paraphrase evaluation, and semantic
tests, can be used to support theoretical assumptions and specific claims
about underlying struc’::ure. They have in common that they are not
based on the subjective intuition of individuals.
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5.3.

There are several ways in which a non-specialized notion of transformation may be helpful. If transformations are regarded as relating surface
structures such as active and passive sentences to each other, as was done
in Symactic Structures, tilen they change the positions of certain constituents such as adjectives or noun phrases in surface struc.ture. From
this change, or the possibility of undergoing such a change, conclusions
may be drawn as to the c18assificationof these elements, e.g. as transpositional or semantic adjectives and as noun phrases. This is a question of
paradigmatic relationships. Synt;igmatic relationships concerning both
syntactic and semantic matters come into play when we regard the relabetween presidl:titial ad :)iser, heavy smoker, and Somec)ne adtions
president, Someone smukes heavily. According to Marchand,
vises
the former are mere transpositions, since nominalization here does not
involve additionai semantic features, According to Chomsky, such noinalizations (possibly including Jespersen’s earZy riser type) would be
explained b:: the transf prmational hypothesis. If the different surface
structures are judged to be synonymous, they must be regarded as parahrases. The paraphrases could ble derived from a common underlying
semantic structure, with the help of transformations, including prelexical transformations, as is done In Generative Semantics. This would accoul~t for the relationship between Kastovsky’s examples 7%e court made
bussing legal vs. The COWI’legalized bussing, or the examples in Lipka
7 2: Someone blocks up the river with a dam VS. Somrfone dams up
le [‘ivet-,Someone drives out snakes with smoke VS. Someone smokes
out snakes. In Interpretative Semantics, synonymous surface structures

d from a common source by meaning-preserving transrphologically unrtlated, or only partially related surface
tures, such as buyf&. kiZl/dlo, steal/thiej: legalize/make legal must,
however, be derive:1 from campjetcly different structures in such a mod,el.

co ,;how in this article that rediscovery can be and has been
ulus for progress in linguistics. The discussion of various
ery has also showh, I believe, that certain procedures
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are preferable to others for several reasons. I will draw the following conclusions:
(I) Reading should come before publishing. This is an old principle
of’scholarly tradition which could save the individual scho ar and the rest
of us a great deal of trouble. I believe that disregard and’neglect of previous work is responsible for the terrifying flood of more or less accessible publications, something which Makkai (197 1) has labelled “progr,?- i pollution”. A ‘publication‘ should also deserve this name and not
btl a euphemism for clandestine circulation of papers in hermetic circles.
(2) Testing should co
before postulating a theory or claiming an
I?nder!yin g element. So- ed progress in linguistics, with a daily fundamental change of theories, would not be as breath-taking, but real proobably have been greater, had this principle been observed
uch of the above applies here, including conclusion (1).
The problem of acceptability is a particularly revealing case in point (cf.
Househoider i 973).
(3) Underlying elements, which are not directly observable, should be
justified by using objectively verifiable evidence. Theoretical assumptions
are always necessary, but they should always be treated as such and
should not be made gratuitously or entirely for reasons of elegance of
the theory.
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